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Pilot project about hydration at ‘’Langley Haven’’
Dehydration amongst the elderly has
been a major concern for over a decade and is
both directly and indirectly one of the major
cause of hospital admissions. Dehydration can
cause a number of illnesses. Good hydration
is therefore essential for the body’s toxins to
be flushed out, the immune system to function
properly, to prevent cramps and sprains, maintain good blood pressure and for the cells to
remain healthy.
The elderly or the people living with dementia do not feel thirsty due to an impairment of the thirst mechanism, and in some cases it is due to the gradual shutting
down of the body.
The Hydration Project concentrates on encouraging increased drinking and
therefore will increase the fluid intake, addressing the majority of the dehydration issues,
enabling these residents to stay healthy and live longer. This is singly is the most cost
effective method in managing the health of the elderly population and avoiding hospital
admissions.
Langley Haven became involved in the project because it offered us an opportunity to understand the issues of dehydration and its effect on our residents and also enabled us to participate in a pilot scheme to see how simple steps of offering fluids a set
number of times a day, can improve hydration and health. This can further be evidenced
through keeping fluid charts and observing residents for the symptoms of dehydration..
The benefits that the project brought are many fold:
Firstly, the residents are being offered fluids and drinks around 7-8 times a
day increasing the hydration, decreasing the risks of falls, constipation and UTI.
Secondly, the residents are being monitored closely for the effects of dehydration including the colour of the urine, smell, any pain when passing urine, urgency ,frequency and signs of blood (haematuria).
Thirdly, it prevents mis-diagnosis of UTI,
therefore reducing unnecessary
medication (reducing the risk of antibiotic resistance and side effects ).
As a Nutritionist I believe the project expanded my skills and provided a better
understanding of the urinary system and its impact on the health of our residents. Therefore, improving the quality of the care and dignity that is being offered within the home.

By SAMJHANA ACHARYA SHARMA
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Volunteers are not paid not because they are
worthless, but because they are priceless…
Always ready to share their time with our residents in befriending
relationships or during organised activities, our volunteers became an
important part of ‘’Langley Haven family’’. Willing to find out more
about them, we asked for a short interview
TONY GUTTRIDGE
Q: Tell us a few words about you
A: I’m retired, father of two wonderful daughters and five very
active grandchildren (six if you count the equally cool dog)
Q: Where is the willingness to help as a volunteer come
from?
A: My mother was a long term resident at Langley Haven and I
believe that giving a little time to help the residents enjoy as near
as possible a normal, fulfilling life is a worthwhile activity. If it also gives the staff that extra chance to look after the caring...than that is a bonus.
Q : Do you find your involvement as a volunteer at Langley Haven rewarding? In
which way?
A : Yes...although I hope it is not done for reward it is a good feeling (and the better
you feel about your efforts, the more you will give) when your visit/help have in some
small way brightened up a residents day.

MARION FOSTER
‘’Being of an age when I am a senior….myself and

my older family are all passed over, it is enjoyable to
share stories with all the interesting people at Langley
Haven. Also all the staff feel like good friends and make
me feel most welcome.’’
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SHIRLEY O’SULLIVAN
Q: Tell us a few words about you
A: I am Shirley and have been coming to Langley Haven for
nearly three years as my husband was a resident here.
Q: Where is the willingness to help as a volunteer come
from?
A: I was a carer myself and really loved my job because it was
so rewarding looking after others.
Q : Do you find your involvement as a volunteer at Langley Haven rewarding? In
which way?
A: My involvement gives me so much pleasure! I love all the residents and spending time
with them makes me feel worthwhile. I’m giving something back to those who are less fortunate than myself. I really feel honored to be part of a lovely caring home and to be asked
to help care for the residents in a team of carers.

VALERIE AND PAUL DUNK
Val is a qualified teacher, specialising
in French and spent the last 13 years of
her 42 year teaching career teaching a
variety of subjects, including French at
James Elliman School in Slough. Paul
has had a variety of jobs spending the last
12 years of his career working for The
British Standards Institution visiting a wide range of companies in the UK and Europe assessing management systems for compliance with 5 international standards.
‘’When we started visiting mum in Langley Haven after we were impressed with the variety of activities and the enthusiasm of the people running the games and quizzes. Being
present during some of the activity sessions we suggested some ways to make it easier to
drive some of the games etc.which opened the invitation to run a session. We ran one
session which resulted in a request to consider running another session and, as the saying
goes, the rest is history. As practicing Christians we believe that it is important to give a
helping hand where we can, especially to those who have special needs. Additionally, it is
one way of thanking Langley Haven for the care and dedication shown to my mother’.
It is rewarding when some residents who clearly do not want to participate see others
enjoying themselves during the quizzes and decide to join in. One particularly rewarding
and encouraging feature is when residents thank us for the quiz just completed and add
that they always find our sessions enjoyable ‘’
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Staff Profile…. SAMJHANA ACHARYA SHARMA
A very experienced member of staff is
SAM, our Nutritionist, who is part of the
team since September 2014…
We asked her to tell us a little bit more
about her experience and what motivates
her at workplace.
Q: Why did you choose this job?
A: My background was in Health Profession, therefore, I wanted a career in Health & Social
Care. My principal role as Nutritionist gave me the job satisfaction of working with people,
looking after them, including monitoring their nutrition. This job gave me the opportunity to
put into practice what I have studied and learned and to progress my career through widening my experience and skills.
Q: What qualifications and experience do you have?
A: I was qualified as pharmacist in Nepal and graduated in Bsc Health, Social Care, WellBeing and Nutrition at ‘’Bradford University’’. I have worked as a carer whilst i was studying
for my degree and continued to progress my career in this area when I completed. At the
time I joined ‘’Langley Haven’’, in addition to the Nutritionist role, I was qualified and competent in Health & Safety, Infection Control, COSHH, SOVA, Moving and Handling, Food &
Health, Dignity, Fire Safety, First Aid. Further more, i was experienced and competent to administer medication, review care plans and do Monthly Order of Medication. Therefore, even
if I was well experienced when I joined ‘’Langley Haven’’, since joining, I have continued to
update my trainings and skills.
Q: What motivates you in your job?
A: My motivation, character and personality are to apply myself fully to what I do, but also to
do it well! I attach a lot of value to loyalty, honesty and working very transparently. I was
brought up in a competitive, but an honest environment. These are the standards that I work
by and I work to my own job satisfaction. There is a part of me that cherishes, being recognised for something that I do well, but that is secondary to my own values and my nature.
These are the inherent values that make me the person that I am and which had made me
‘’Employee of the year’’ for two years running. So long as the Company continues to recognise honesty and integrity, which I believe cannot be compromised when caring for elderly
vulnerable people, I will be able to apply these values to my work and I will continue to be a
happier person as a result. It is hard work, it is sometimes difficult work, because you have
your own expectations and those rely on you have their expectations too. It is easy sometimes when a person is stressed, to act unprofessionally, but for me, it is only when you are
stressed, the real person in you comes out and I apply these values to my job. I am a happier person as a result. I also like to support my colleagues and work well with them as a
team. This is how I find motivation to do my job, irrespective of my personal health, which
can be challenging at times.
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Staff training
Because they always want to be up-to-date with the
news related to dementia, our colleagues attended to a
workshop regarding projects which can be developed in
care homes...
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Birthdays…birthdays….
Every birthday represent an event of ‘’Langley Haven family’’ and we
like to celebrate!

CHARLES’ 89th birthday

ROY’s 87th birthday

BARBARA’s 84th birthday

SANDRA’s 72th birthday
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MR. SINGH’s 92th birthday

JUNE’s 83th birthday

BILL’s 69th birthday

CATHERINE’s 94th birthday

JOHN’s 73th birthday
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CAMPAIGNS AT ‘’LANGLEY HAVEN’’
For the fourth year in row, our home joined Alzheimer’s Society during
DEMENTIA AWARENESS WEEK, to help to raise the awareness, to offer
help and improve the care for people living with dementia.
Because this year’s logo
was ’’United against dementia’’,
LANGLEY HAVEN tried to
highlight that united and
offering the right support, we
can help those affected by
dementia to still enjoy life.
We want to offer to all people living with dementia the chance to say:

‘’Even if I have dementia, I can still
live in the moment, and feel happy...’’

‘’Even if I have
dementia, I still have
interest in hobbies...’’

‘’Even if I have dementia, I still love
to go out for a meal with my friends...’’
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PARTNERSHIPS…
‘’Seniors and students, hand in hand’’
(partnership with ‘’St. Bernard’s Catholic Grammar School’’)
The partnership aims to bring the seniors and the students together, to create opportunities for them to build two-way relationships, to encourage a better communication
between the generations and to support a better understanding of each other.

Horticulture with help from students

‘’Bridge between generations’’
(partnership with ‘’Ryvers Primary School’’)
The partnership would like to create a special bond, a ''bridge'' between the pupils
and the residents, with the purpose to cultivate the respect and the appreciation of the children for the elderly, to give to the young generation the opportunity to learn from the seniors life experience, but also to bring smiles on the residents faces, by offering them musical
moments.

Celebrating with the pupils 'World Oceans Day' by singing along and 'cleaning the oceans'
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Special events...Special events….
The Easter week was full of fun and preparations for the Easter Party!

May Day was celebrated following the tradition…
Greenery decorated the lounge, the May
Queen was chosen and after the ‘’May bas
ket challenge’’, everyone enjoyed a ‘’Chair
Maypole dance’’.
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D-Day Commemoration was spent discussing about the events of the
day, the combatants in Normandy and recreating the war forces.

‘’Sitdance’’ launch at ‘’Langley Haven’’
The creator of the ‘’Sitdance’’ concept, MARCEL BAAIJENS, from New
Zealand, started his British tour...in our home! ‘’Sitdance’’ is more than a dancing program; it is a compilation of dancing, with reminiscing and singing and
has the quality of stimulating not only the muscles, but also the memory and
the ability to socialise of people living with dementia.
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DAILY ACTIVITIES
‘’The way we spend our time defines who we are‘’
(Jonathan Estrin)
The gardening was the favorite activity during spring time, outside...
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...and inside.

But our seniors haven’t grow just plants, but also chickens, hatched in
the home!
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The animal therapy represent not just the chance to see exotic
creatures, but also to learn interesting facts about animals’ world.

’’Time is precious. I spend it with people I like’’ (Unknown)
Regardless of what they do, it will always be time for….
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….a chat and a good laugh!

Our seniors enjoy to check their knowledge about familiar topics during the
regular session of ‘’’Quizzes and fun with VAL and PAUL’’ ,

...or to take the challenge ‘’Do your own…’’ (games, recipes, puzzles and
many more)
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’’Creativity is intelligence having fun’’ (Albert Einstein)
The ‘’Jar project’’ from the series ‘’’Common stuff used in uncommon
ways’’ demonstrated how creative can be our seniors.

They tried to ‘’Match the lied’’

Played ‘’Noughts and crosses’’ with...jars

Realised ‘’decorative jars’’…..

...and ‘’jar bookshelves’’
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OUTINGS...OUTINGS….
Sweet afternoon at ‘’Alexa’s patisserie’’

Trip to ‘’Royal Windsor Horse Show’’
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OUTINGS...OUTINGS….
Visit at ‘’The Range Garden Centre’’

Lunch at ‘’Toby Carvery’’

Visit at ‘’Pinewood Nurseries’’

